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passengers of a luxury liner ripped below decks by an ice-
berg: the boat listed only a trifle at first while the band
played on. Manhattan's dapper mayor, "Jimmy" Walker,
asked the movies to show nothing but cheerful pictures. The
patient was recommended to try the hair of the dog that bit
him: True Story Magazine ran big advertisements in the
newspapers urging wage-earners to buy more luxury items
on credit "Wall Street may sell stocks, but Main Street is
buying goods/* came a cheery assurance from the Saturday
Evening Post. A Manhattan jeweler in early November put
on display a "$750,000 pearl necklace," while the Shuberts
revealed plans for a $15,000,000 theater-hotel on Broad-
way. "Forward America, Nothing Can Stop U. S.," shouted
the nation's billboards. And over the radio Julius Klein, as-
sistant secretary of commerce, announced that only four per
cent of the people had been adversely affected. A tuneful hit
called "Happy Days Are Here Again" was copyrighted on
November 7 for one of the new talking pictures appropri-
ately named "Chasing Rainbows"; three years later it would
become the campaign song of the New Deal. And early in
1930, with skies growing blacker, makers of a cheap radia
brought out a "prosperity model."
The solvent of American humor began early to attack the
crisis. Grim jokes arose about the complimentary revolver
given with every share of Goldman Sachs, or the room clerk's
query of every registrant, "For sleeping or jumping?" A
little later, when mass unemployment began to steal the head-
lines from Wall Street, bravado succeeded flippancy. Bill-
boards began to ask, "Wasn't the Depression Terrible?" The
departing owner of a ruined shop scrawled upon the door
"Opened by mistake" if he were a humorist, or "Busted and
disgusted" if possessed by the blues. Trained in the cult of
the stiff upper lip, of singing in the rain, Americans hated
to admit that things were not as they had always been. The
International Association of Lions Clubs observed the week
of October 19, 1930, as Business Confidence Week. Pros-

